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Forward Looking Statements
The reader is advised that the PEA summarized in this presentation is preliminary in nature and is intended to provide an initial, high-level review of the project’s economic potential and
design options. The PEA mine plan and economic model includes numerous assumptions and the use of Inferred Resources. Inferred Resources are considered to be too speculative
geologically to have economic considerations applied to them that would enable them to be categorized as mineral reserves, and there is no certainty that the PEA will be realized.
Certain statements contained in this presentation contains certain may constitute “forward-looking statements”,. All statements in this presentation, other than statements of historical fact,
that address events or developments that the Company expects to occur, are forward-looking statements. Forward-looking statements are statements that are not historical facts and are
generally, but not always, identified by the words “expects”, “plans”, “anticipates”, “believes”, “intends”, “estimates”, “projects”, “potential”, “scheduled” and similar expressions, or that events
or conditions “will”, “would”, “may”, “could” or “should” occur including, but not limited to, the statements regarding the Company’s strategic plans, its anticipated benefits and the use of
proceeds resulting thereof, in particular, future financial results, production targets and timetables, the evolution of mineral reserves and resources, mine operating costs, capital
expenditures, work programs, development plans, exploration programs, objectives and budgets, the possible determination of additional reserves, and the Company's eventual success to
execute its strategy to focus on building its portfolio of properties. Forward looking statements express, at this date, the Company’s plans, estimates, forecasts, projections, expectations or
beliefs as to future events and results. Forward-looking statements involve a number of risks and uncertainties, and there can be no assurance that such statements will prove to be accurate.
Therefore, actual results and future events could differ materially from those anticipated in such statements. Risks and uncertainties that could cause results or future events to differ
materially from current expectations expressed or implied by the forward-looking statements include, but are not limited to, factors associated with fluctuations in the market price of metals,
mining industry risks, exploration risks, risks associated with foreign operations, environmental risks and hazards, uncertainty as to calculation of mineral reserves, requirement of additional
financing or additional permits, authorizations or licenses, risks of delays in construction and production and other risks referred to in the Company’s filings on SEDAR.
Although the Company believes the expectations expressed in such forward-looking statements are based on reasonable assumptions, including, without limitation, that all technical,
economical and financial conditions will be met in order to achieve such events qualified by the foregoing cautionary note regarding forward-looking statements, such statements are not
guarantees of future performance and actual results may differ materially from those in forward-looking statements. Factors that could cause the actual results to differ materially from those
in forward-looking statements include, but not limited to: niobium prices; access to skilled workers and consultants; mining development and construction personnel; results of exploration
and development activities; uninsured risks; regulatory framework and changes; defects in title; availability of personnel; materials and equipment; timeliness of government approvals;
actual performance of facilities; equipment and processes relative to specifications and expectations; unanticipated environmental impacts on operations market prices; continued availability
of capital and financing; general economic, market and business conditions; and the availability of alternative transactions. Many of these factors are discussed in greater detail in the
Company's most recent Management Discussion & Analysis dated May 20, 2022 and Management Discussion & Analysis for the year ended December 31, 2021 dated April 20, 2022, which
are available on the Company's profile on SEDAR at www.sedar.com. The Company cautions that the foregoing list of important factors is not exhaustive. Investors and others who base
themselves on forward-looking statements should carefully consider the above factors as well as the uncertainties they represent and the risk they entail. The Company believes that the
expectations reflected in those forward-looking statements are reasonable, but no assurance can be given that these expectations will prove to be correct and such forward-looking
statements included in this presentation should not be unduly relied upon. These statements speak only as of the date of this presentation.
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Disclaimer
NI 43-101 is a rule developed by the Canadian Securities Administrators that establishes standards for all public disclosure an issuer makes of scientific and technical information concerning
mineral projects. Unless otherwise indicated, all reserve and resource estimates referred to or contained in this Slide Deck have been prepared in accordance with NI 43-101. These NI 43-101
standards differ significantly from the requirements of the SEC, and such resource information may not be comparable to similar information disclosed by U.S. companies. For example, while
the terms “mineral resource”, “measured resource”, “indicated resource” and “inferred resource” are recognized and required by Canadian regulations, they are not recognized by the SEC. It
cannot be assumed that any part of the mineral deposits in these categories will ever be upgraded to a higher category. These terms have a great amount of uncertainty as to their existence,
and great uncertainty as to their economic and legal feasibility. In particular, it cannot be assumed that any part of an inferred resource exists. In accordance with Canadian rules, estimates of
“inferred resources” cannot form the basis of feasibility or other economic studies. In addition, under the requirements of the SEC, mineralization may not be classified as a “reserve” unless
the determination has been made that the mineralization could be economically and legally produced or extracted at the time the reserve determination is made. Certain of the technical
reports referenced in this Slide Deck use the terms “mineral resource,” “measured mineral resource,” “indicated mineral resource” and “inferred mineral resource”. We advise investors that
these terms are defined in and required to be disclosed in accordance with Canadian NI 43-101 and the Canadian Institute of Mining, Metallurgy and Petroleum (the “CIM”) – CIM Definition
Standards on Mineral Resources and Mineral Reserves, adopted by the CIM Council, as amended. “Inferred mineral resources” have a great amount of uncertainty as to their existence, and
great uncertainty as to their economic and legal feasibility. It cannot be assumed that all or any part of an inferred mineral resource will ever be upgraded to a higher category. Under
Canadian rules, estimates of inferred mineral resources may not form the basis of feasibility or pre-feasibility studies, except in rare cases. Investors are cautioned not to assume that all or
any part of an inferred mineral resource exists or is economically or legally mineable. As a reporting issuer in Canada, we are required to prepare reports on our mineral properties in
accordance with NI 43-101. We reference those technical reports in this Slide Deck for informational purposes only, and such reports are not incorporated herein by reference.
Under the United States Securities and Exchange Commission’s (the “SEC”) Industry Guide 7 as currently in effect (“Guide 7”), the terms “indicated mineral resource” and “inferred mineral
resource” are normally not permitted to be used in reports and registration statements filed with the SEC. Under current Guide 7 standards, a “final” or “bankable” feasibility study is required
to report reserves, the three-year historical average price is used in any reserve or cash flow analysis to designate reserves, and the primary environmental analysis or report must be filed
with the appropriate governmental authority. Disclosure of “contained ounces” in a resource is permitted disclosure under Canadian regulations; however, the SEC normally only permits
issuers to report mineralization that does not constitute “reserves” by Guide 7 standards as in place tonnage and grade without reference to unit measures.
Accordingly, information contained in this Slide Deck contain descriptions of the Company’s mineral deposits that may not be comparable to similar information made public by United States
companies subject to the reporting and disclosure requirements under the United States federal securities laws and the rules and regulations thereunder, included Industry Guide 7.
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About Us

Corporate Overview
• NioBay is a public company developing the
world-class James Bay Niobium project and
Crevier Niobium and Tantalum Project
• Our vision is to become a niobium producer
that applies leading ESGI practices
• NioBay’s Management team has extensive
experience in the niobium space and in
permitting and development
• Niobium is considered a Critical Mineral in
the USA, the EU and many other countries
• Demand for niobium has been accelerating
due to its greening properties
TSXV:NBY
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Corporate Structure
Share Price

$0.15

Shares Outstanding

71 M

Fully Diluted

83 M

Market Cap

$11M

Cash on Hand

$8 M

52-Week Range

$0.14 - $1.19

Major Shareholders
Osisko Group

25%

Caisse de Dépôt du Qc

9.9%

Management & Directors

7%
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Board of Directors
Jean-Sebastien David, P. Geo. - President,
CEO and Director
Arianne Phosphate, Osisko, Iamgold,
Cambior, Louisiana-Pacific.

Dawn Madahbee Leach - Director

Serge Savard - Chairman

Raymond Legault - Director

Former NHL player, Businessman, Real
Estate Developer

Retired Financial Advisor

General Manager Waubetek Business
Development/First Nations

Mathieu Savard, P. Geo - Director
President Osisko Mining Inc., Virginia Mines
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Management
Anthony Glavac, CPA - CFO

Phil Sutherland, Indigenous Advisor

+ 20 years financial reporting: Osisko
Metals, Falco Resources, KPMG

+ 20 years mine education and
engagement

Jacquelin Gauthier, P. Geo. - VP Geology
+ 30 years exploration: Falconbridge,
Cambior, B2Gold, Kinross
Marc Pothier, LL.B - VP Legal & Corporate Se
+ 20 years expertise Mining, Securities,
Corporate Finance
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Niobium
A Green Metal

Niobium
• Niobium is a naturally occurring refractory transition metal
with impressive characteristics
• Niobium is used in alloys to make steel usage more efficient
Stronger, lighter and corrosion resistant

• Niobium is now being utilized as a battery metal

Primary markets

Structures
TSXV:NBY
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Wind Turbines

Shipbuilding

Ferroniobium market

Automotive

Superconductors

Aerospace

Batteries

Niobium oxide market
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Niobium - A battery Metal
• Niobium-based batteries will
revolutionize the battery market
• Super-fast charging and discharging
rate ( <6 minutes)
• Increased energy density of batteries
• More power and increased range
• Improves performance at low
temperatures

6 minutes charge

• More charging cycles (+20,000 cycles)
• Demand for niobium to increase 100%
by 2030
TSXV:NBY
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Niobium Battery Technology
• Current players
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Source: QcWatt
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QcWatt
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Niobium Battery – Market Anode and more
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Power Tools
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Starter Batteries
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Mild Hybrid
4%
Sport Cars
1%

Hybrid Vehicles
54%

James Bay Niobium
Project

James Bay Niobium Overview
• Located 42 km south of Moosonee in the
James Bay Lowlands, Ontario, Canada
• Leading mining jurisdiction
• Access to high quality infrastructure

• Protection agreement in place with Moose
Cree First Nation
• Mineral Resource Estimate → NSR US$184/t

James Bay
Niobium

• Ind: 29.7 Mt at 0.53% Nb2O5 for 158 Mkg
• Inf: 33.8 Mt at 0.52% Nb2O5 for 177 Mkg

• Positive PEA highlights robust project
• Targeting less than 5% world market
• Exploration upsides as deposit is under
explored at depth - no drill hole below 330m
TSXV:NBY
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Trend Analysis

% Nb2O5

Unexplored area
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James Bay
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James Bay
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Crevier Project

Crevier Overview
• Located 50 km north of Girardville in the Lac
Saint-Jean Region, Quebec, Canada
• Leading mining jurisdiction
• Access to high quality infrastructure
• Near a producing niobium mine

• Mineral Resource Estimate→ NSR US$100/t
• M & I: 25.4 Mt at 0.20% Nb2O5 for 49.7 Mkg
and 234 ppm Ta2O5 for 5.9 Mkg
• Inf: 15.4 Mt at 0.17% Nb2O5 for 26.2 Mkg and
252 ppm Ta2O5 for 3.9 Mkg

James Bay
Niobium

Crevier

• 2019 PEA update demonstrates a strong
project subject to niobium price
TSXV:NBY
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New Developments
• Price from the PEA 44$ /kg Nb2O5 (59.4M$)
• Price for Tantalum salt: 150 $/kg (22.5M$) for a total of 81.9M$
• New market prices
• Nb2O5: 55$ / kg (74.2 M$)
• Tantalum salt 300-350$/ kg
• Tantalum Oxide (25%) 220$/kg (33M$) for a total of 107.2M$

• Following the actual field work, we identified new dykes in the main zone. The
expansion is supported by mineralized carbonatite.
• Working to increase the recovery by 15% (from 1,350 mt to 1,500 mt). This can
bring project revenues to 115.5 M$
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Extension Crevier
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Carbonatite with ore
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Pictures of
the LCT
flotation
product
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Gouin
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Localisation
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Gouin
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Summer 2022 field work
 Thirty Sonic holes
 Identification of the overburden
column
 Basal till sampling
 Sampling and identification of
one to two meters of solid rock
below the overburden
 Following these results, a
diamond drilling campaign to test
targets of interest
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Valentine
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Valentine
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Valentine 3D
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Niobium & The Market

Photo by RHJ

Niobium Demand
Steel Grade Niobium only
170,000

150,000

Tonnes Nb

130,000

110,000

90,000

70,000
Financial Crisis

COVID-19
6% CAGR

50,000

Actual

Capacity
30,000

Source: HIS Markit / Company forecasts
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Niobium Prices
Steel grade niobium

55

50

PEA pricing

USD / kg Nb

45

40

Financial Crisis

COVID-19

35

Forecasts

30

25
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Summary for 2021-Q2 2022
• MCFN (the current leadership) caused major damage to the NBY share price
• The Board will take a decision with James Bay Project and any activities on MCFN
territory quickly and pro-actively.
• Opportunity to revisit our Crevier Pproject located in a more friendly jurisdiction.
• We will work to increase the grade and the resources and 15% on the recovery.

• NioBay is also evaluating other (brown field ) Nb projects.
• Additional targets at Gouin and Valentine.
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Jean-Sebastien David, P.Geo. MPM.
President, CEO & Director
NioBay Metals Inc

.
jsdavid@niobaymetals.com

